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Once upon a time… 

There is a lack of reliable and timely information on the markets

Network users require more transparency going beyond the current minimum 

requirements set by EU legislation. Of particular importance is data relating to 

network availability, especially for electricity interconnections and gas transit 

pipelines. 

Data on the operation of generation capacity and gas storage also needs to 

be more widely available. 

For electricity, in particular, it was noted that rules on proper market conduct 

and supervision differ significantly between Member States, as there is little 

harmonisation at EU level of transparency requirements

«

»
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This text has been extracted from…

a. Master dissertation - myself, 2003 

b. The EU Commission Energy Sector Inquiry, 2007

c. The ACER 2014 Monitoring Report
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A long journey...

✓ Governance

✓ Coordination

✓ Harmonisation

✓ Efficiency/avoid overlaps

✓ Roles & Responsibilities 

✓ IT systems

✓ Formats, timing, language, 

definitions, 

✓ Evolving underlying market design

✓ Evolving technology

Energy Sector 
Inquiry

2EP Reg 
Annexes

Tailor Made 
Regime 

proposal

REMIT 
go-live

ENTSOG 
TP

ENTSOE 
Platform

2007 2009 2010 2011 2013 2015

...but not without challenges

+ several other initiatives and best practices
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Transparency improved market access

• TPA and unbundling cornerstone of liberalisation, but insufficient

• Transparency goes hand in hand with the third energy package process 

towards European-wide gas and electricity markets 

• A lack of transparency in the market puts new entrants at a disadvantage 

• Access to all relevant information on production and consumption in a 

non-discriminatory manner is an essential tool 

• prices emerging on the wholesale market reflect all these physical realities

• Transparent pricing generates confidence among investors, reassure 

policymakers, regulators and consumers about fairness of markets
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A view of specific events
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How transparency changed organisations

• Information about own fleet 

kept well under ‘secret’

• Availabilities, outages used 

as competitive advantage

• Concerns about the 

potential obligations to 

disclose information 

considered ‘confidential’

• Little appreciation of 

transparency

Early-2000s REMIT go-live Today

• Worried about compliance 

with REMIT 

• Complaining about 

transparency obligations

• Striking a balance to avoid 

the use of misuse of 

information e.g. procedures, 

chinese walls, etc.

• Start chasing availability of 

information (published by 

others)

• Clear separation of 

physical operations and 

trading

• Desks and systems 

dedicated to capture, 

transform and input

information into trading 

analysis models

• Focus on quality of 

information avaialble and 

speed of use

From a Cost... ...to a Benefit
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There is still space for improvements

Quality

• Data availability on different granularities

Speed

• Some central platforms are very slow e.g. 

delay between stated publish date and 

appearing on website

Completeness

• TSOs missing on central platforms

• API limits e.g. limited number of messages 

back, limited search parameters

• RSS sometimes incomplete

• Versioning of outages is not always 

available. 

Suggestions

• Publish in a standardised format

• Have more TSOs on central platforms

• Data to be available in near real time

• More flexible queries e.g. Query outages 

by publishing date

• Improve RSS/API availabilities to allow 

improve machine-to-machine interaction
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In conclusion...

• The journey of transparency in energy markets has been long, difficult 

and sometimes frustrating but it is a successful story

• Market participants attention shifted from transparency as a compliance 

issue to transparency as an essential element of the daily business

• The high attention spent in recent years seems fading away i.e. lower 

priority

• We support initiatives to foster improvements on quality, speed and 

completeness of transparency information 

Before I leave...
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